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The State of the FUUNion: Where We are Right Now 
 
We continue to grow. 
As of fall 2016, FUUN has 486 active members and an average Sunday attendance of more than                 
250. In an era of declining church attendance and despite an expected natural annual attrition of                
10%, we have experienced a slow, but steady growth in membership and Sunday service              
attendance in the past decade. We are starting to feel some “growing pains,” or gaps between our                 
existing resources and the needs of our community.  
 
We do a wonderful job of bringing people into our congregation, with more than 500 people                
signing the membership book in the last decade. However, upon joining, it’s easy for new               
members to feel a bit lost, which also may be a limiting factor for growth (many of those 500 are                    
no longer active members). It may also be that the size/functionality of our existing facilities is                
serving as a limiting factor for growth. 
 
While we don’t have full demographic data on our membership, if we look at data from the                 
Sustainable Finances Task Force (SFIT) report and from FUUN members who self-selected to             
participate in the Strategic Plan Task Force (SPTF) focus groups, we definitely skew older (as do                
most churches). Sixty percent of our participants were 55 or older, and 1/3 have been members                
for more than 20 years. We suspect that much of our recent growth is in the “families with kids”                   
segment. Different age groups have varied giving levels, different communication styles, and            
different needs.  
 
Our buildings/campus are a source of tension. 
We’re not comfortable with our aging (and increasingly expensive) facilities, but we also don’t              
know exactly what to do about them. We agree that we need to to decide whether to repair,                  
renovate, or replace our facilities, but we cannot do this until we have a clear picture of what our                   
needs will likely be for the coming decades. It is going to be essential for the congregation to                  
discern if/how much more we grow, and what that might mean for our community.  
 
We value intergenerational/diverse fellowship, worship, and action.  
Who are all these new people? Who are all these long-time members? We really enjoy the people                 
we meet at church, and we want more ways to fellowship together to develop deep and rich                 
connections. We want to engage with peer groups, and with people of different ages and with                
varied interests. We love socializing on Sunday mornings between/after services, and we want             
more opportunities to spend time together... learning, sharing, and working. 
  
Worshipping together in our sanctuary is very important to us, and music is central to our                
spiritual expression and identity. We love our sanctuary, but would like more sacred/meditative             
spaces on our campus. Small groups, including Covenant and Non-Violent Communication (NVC)            
Practice groups, offer ways to nurture and challenge each other in spiritual growth, but we yearn                
for more Adult Religious Education (ARE) options….even as ARE programs have suffered from             
sparse attendance and a defunct committee. 
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We are proud of our historical and current work in social justice issues, and seek to find new                  
ways to “Live our Values” in the world. Parents want to actively engage children alongside               
members of our community in social justice projects and activities. In fact, there continues to be a                 
deep longing for more intergenerational activities and diversity in/among our membership; we            
want to actively build Beloved Community.  
 

Changes are coming. 
We are about to see some changes in our ministerial staff, with the resignation of a pastor/music                 
minister, and the impending retirement of our lead minister. During times of transition in the               
past, our “Shared Ministry” model has provided stability, which gives us confidence going             
forward. 
 
Several themes, or needs, discerned by the SPTF did not come as a surprise. Working on the Road                  
Map from the last strategic plan, the Board has created nine task forces since 2009. Since many                 
of the task force recommendations are in-progress or forthcoming, we advise that, after             
reviewing this plan, the Board review any outstanding recommendations from the previous            
strategic plan (and task forces) to identify any suggestions that may be still relevant.  
 
 

Where Do We Want to Go? 
 
We find ourselves at a critical juncture related to the aging buildings on our campus, and this                 
opportunity comes at a time when we will also be replacing our ministerial staff. As the SPTF                 
listened to members, we realized that there is an overarching decision that needs to be made                
about who we want to be -- our size, potential satellite locations, our ministry -- before we can                  
proceed.  
 
It is clear that some pre-work needs to be done in order for us to make these important decisions.                   
We will need to educate ourselves about what it would mean to be a larger church (or stay the                   
same size), to set up other locations, to grow our ministry. Different sizes of churches call for                 
different ministry skills, and lend themselves to different types of relationships and            
programming, so having a clear picture of if/how we want to grow will be especially helpful as we                  
hire a new lead minister in the next few years. Additionally, because the SPTF kept hearing that                 
we want more fellowship, we believe that it is important for us to get to know each other better                   
-- across the generations -- as we undertake the harder work of determining who we want to be.  
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Our Mission 
Part of the process of the SPTF was to review our current Mission and Vision statements, to see                  
if we needed to revise them before we could plan for the next five years. In the initial overview,                   
the SPTF found that the membership of FUUN is energized by our shared mission to “Create                
Community,” “Nurture Spiritual Growth,” and “Act on Our Values in the greater community.”             
Additionally, the SPTF heard loud and clear that our tradition of “Shared Leadership” gives us               
great confidence in how we respond to challenges.  
 
Deeper investigation with focus groups, and all objectives of this plan, are framed within the               
context of these four themes. 

 

Create Community 
We choose to be a part of this unique community for many reasons. We want to worship                 
authentically, learn from people who think differently, and build a more loving and             
compassionate world. We love to worship together, but we also cherish smaller groups with              
more intimacy, where we can get to know each other deeply.  
 
We do a good job of building community and relationships. Our community is the inner core of all                  
we do; we want to keep this core strong and flexible, and we want more ways to get to know our                     
diverse church family. We want to continue to facilitate participation in this community by              
increasing our ability to attend meetings remotely, and ensuring that our meeting spaces are              
accessible and welcoming to all of us.  
 
This plan begins with elements to continue to create a more connected community, to keep doing                
what we do well while also strengthening this core value, as we look forward to a long-range plan. 
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Nurture Spiritual Growth 
We come from many different religious traditions, and the many ways we worship together              
challenge us to grow, and knit us together. We cherish our worship services in our beautiful                
sanctuary. The ebullient and evocative music we make together is central to our identity. We               
appreciate the diversity of thought and belief presented, all in the context of our shared               
Unitarian Universalist Principles, because it challenges us to grow.  We like being challenged to              
choose to act in accordance with our values. We believe that the support and nurturance we                
receive at FUUN is key to helping us find the direction and courage to build a community, nation,                  
and world where choices are based on connection and compassion. 
 
This plan addresses areas where we crave deeper spiritual growth -- and more connection with               
each other. 

Act On Our Values  
We all believe in living our values to build a better world. Many of us were drawn to this faith                    
community because of our long-standing and engaged social justice work within and beyond our              
church walls. Participation in inter-faith groups in Nashville such as NOAH and Room in the Inn,                
or our church prison ministry, or LGBTQ advocacy provide meaningful engagement for members             
as we continue to build Beloved Community. Many of us came to FUUN seeking a more diverse                 
community, and it is important to us to connect with people who don’t look like us, who don’t live                   
like us, and who have different experiences.  
 
We want to be “The People Who Show Up” and we want to be even more visible and active in our                     
local/regional community. It is important to us to act for Social Justice and Racial Equality as a                 
community, both with other adults and with our children/youth. Volunteering is a way of living               
our mission and vision. The primary reasons given for volunteering at FUUN are personal              
satisfaction, personal values, helping others, and connecting with people.  
 
With our new political climate in 2017, it will be important to form alliances with community                
partners to stand in solidarity for social justice work. This plan will provide for more ways to go                  
out in the world, and live our values together.  

Shared Leadership 
In our spiritual community, we have a strong tradition of shared leadership. No “one” is in charge;                 
we are all in charge. How things work depends on us, and how we are able to give/share/support                  
each other. We “do church” in worship, and we also “do church” by serving on committees and by                  
“Showing Up.” We appreciate opportunities to contribute. We need to share our gifts. 
 
Shared leadership intersects with all tiers of the FUUN mission and our tradition and desire for                
shared leadership speaks to who we want to be. The expression of our desire for beloved                
community, support of our mission and our belief in the inherent worth and dignity of all people,                 
speak to our yearning for all, including members and staff, to be engaged and part of the shared                  
leadership of FUUN. Shared leadership is a key element, as we move slowly and steadily over the                 
next few years to developing a long-term plan for our spiritual community.  
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The Plan 
In many ways, this is a bridge plan between our last Strategic Plan and a longer-term plan that                  
includes making decisions about our buildings and campus. The SPTF begins by prioritizing our              
Mission to “Create Community,” with a focus on building deeper connections with each other so               
that we can discern how we will grow together in the decades to come. As part of our Shared                   
Leadership, we’re also continuing the work of our last plan, specifically the areas recommended              
by our Sustainable Finance and Volunteer task forces.  
 
While we’re working on these important goals, we need to “use what we have” as best we can for                   
the near term; we want to be open and creative with options and solutions for our current spaces                  
and resources to meet the near-term needs of our congregation. Task forces should consider              
whether the implementation of their recommendations will require a targeted financial           
commitment. 

Communication: Strengthen Communication to Connect Members to the        
Mission 
#1) Use the church database effectively: develop a task force to work with committees              
to (1) determine potential needs, and (2) develop and train an administrative team made              
up of volunteers and staff. 
The Shelby database we have is designed for the needs of churches, and is currently an 
under-used resource. There is great potential that if we “use what we have” already, this 
database could be the virtual Web we use to connect with each other, to match volunteers with 
their passions, to keep up with who is coming to church (or who we haven’t seen in a while and 
may need help)...and generally to help us communicate better with each other!  Using the 
database to its full potential is a key underpinning of this plan. 

1) There are many ways the database can be structured. The task force should meet with 
staff and committees to educate members about potential options, and develop 
recommendations based on committee needs and desires. 

2) Fully harnessing the power of the database will require knowledgeable users trained to 
understand the capabilities, and how to set up queries. A dedicated, well-trained 
administrative team should include both volunteers and staff. 

 
#2) Develop a task force to re-investigate and make recommendations for an all-church             
calendar that is viewable online. Recommendations should include any capital funding           
requirements. 
When is that class? What is the sermon topic at church on Sunday? Are there any social justice                  
projects I can help with next week? Is that room available? Are there any events scheduled next                 
June that might conflict with an event we’re planning? 
 
The all-church calendar was in our last strategic plan, and a task force did explore options, but                 
solutions recommended were costly, and we stopped there. This calendar is still something we              
sorely need, and technology changes rapidly. The task force should review/incorporate efforts of             
the previous group in its work. 
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#3)  Personalize Member Communications: Charge the Communication Committee and 
Director to communicate with members about issues of their interest in the way(s) they 
prefer. 
One of the key things heard by the SPTF is that people find it challenging to know what is going                    
on at FUUN. The great irony of having so many ways to stay in touch is that it can be                    
overwhelming, and harder to get information to the people who want it. As we learned in the                 
SFIT report, differing age groups need to be approached with different media. We also want to be                 
able to be selective in the information we receive, whether it’s ARE, Outdoor Activities, Choir,               
Sunday School, etc. In the long-term, our Shelby database should address this issue, but the               
Communications Team should develop near-term solutions to tailor communications to          
individual congregants needs. 
 
#4) Facilitate Remote Participation in Church Activities: Charge Resource & 
Development Council to use existing and/or available technology to ensure that 
members understand how to participate virtually, if they wish.  
The SPTF heard loud and clear that our congregation wants to use technology to remove barriers                
to participation. Whether it’s a parent who can’t attend ARE because they can’t afford a               
babysitter, or someone who would join a committee if they didn’t have to drive in from                
Hendersonville, technology can help bridge the gap to connection. In the last year, FUUN has               
begun offering video of services on the website, and has also subscribed to Zoom, which offers an                 
easy way for people to participate in small groups without leaving home. Google Hangouts,              
Facetime, etc., also offer this capability, but committee chairs, small group facilitators, and ARE              
teachers need training to understand what options are available for virtual meetings, how to use               
the technology, and to be comfortable with the necessary hardware (whether their own, or the               
church’s).  
 
#5) Develop a Communications Plan (based on current best practices for social and             
electronic media) to build relationships and communicate (1) with members, and (2)            
with the greater Nashville community. The Board should assign responsibility for this            
task to any combination of our Communications Director, Communication Committee,          
and/or a task force. 
This is a longer-term goal that won’t begin immediately, but will build on and support other work                 
laid out in this plan. Longer-term, however, our congregation wants to see an effective strategy               
for communication, especially regarding how we share our values within the larger Nashville             
community. We generally like our website and Facebook page, but know that other             
social/electronic media (Twitter, Instagram, livestreaming, blogs, etc.) can support our mission --            
and especially social justice work -- in powerful ways. Members would like our congregation to               
be known for “having a position” and for being a safe place to gather for groups that share our                   
values.  

1) Using our database, developing an all-church calendar, and communicating with members           
in the way(s) they prefer should address many immediate communications frustrations in            
the short term. For the long-term, however, we need to update and/or institutionalize             
methods for members to get information, and communicate with each other (including            
social media). 

2) As stated in the SFIT report, we need to promote Church activities to the congregation               
and to the city of Nashville to increase the visibility of the values-based impact the               
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organization is making in the community. As we develop goals and methods to support our               
ability to “be the people who show up,” we need a concerted, measurable plan (based on                
best practices) to help us share our talents and mission within and among our community,               
using a variety of communications vehicles. Some needs identified in the focus groups             
include considering “Flash Mob” notifications for rallies/events and providing/supporting         
ride-sharing/carpooling for events/rallies.  

 

Shared Leadership: Connect Interest with Opportunity 
#6) Continue implementing recommendations from the Volunteer Task Force and          
Sustainable Finances Innovation Team. 
Several initiatives of our previous Strategic Plan have not yet been finished, but are essential to                
strengthening our community as we prepare for the upcoming long-term planning process.            
Implementing recommendations from the Volunteer Task Force will support FUUN by building a             
system of volunteering in which members are more easily and effectively able use their interests               
and skills to engage in our community. Continuing to implement the plans from SFIT for more                
robust and diverse ways to build the financial security of FUUN will increase opportunities for               
staff and member development, including systems that bridge our desire for economic, social and              
racial diversity. The recommendations from these plans will contribute to our tradition of shared              
leadership. 
 
#7) Create a membership path to full engagement beyond signing the membership            
book: establish a task force to develop a thoughtful plan that cultivates active             
engagement (particularly with newer members), with input from Beloved Community to           
build inclusivity into the process. 
Our path to membership has been refined and is a core competency of FUUN but many new                 
members get lost in the maze of how to get more involved and integrated into church life.                 
Attention to new members is seen as a way to communicate their importance, including ways to                
check in with them. Tracking attendance (using our database) and communicating that they are              
missed lets people know they are an important part of FUUN. It is vital that this membership                 
path incorporate input from Beloved Community to help FUUN avoid pitfalls that may be              
exclusive rather than inclusive. Engagement with Beloved Community in this process can help             
ensure that the membership path welcomes and engages all members who find FUUN without              
regard to varying abilities or resources. 

Deepen Relationships: Create Opportunities to Engage Together Socially in         
Pursuit of Our Mission 
#8) Charge councils to work together to create outdoor spaces where church members             
can gather. 
We have a beautiful campus that is maintained with love by our Grounds and Facilities               
volunteers. We like to be outside, and want to “use what we have” and create more outdoor                 
places where small groups can sit comfortably together, whether it’s a Covenant Group, a Sunday               
School class, or just a few people sitting and talking with coffee. 
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#9) Create a task force to study “how we gather together,” and define our Adult               
Religious Education and Fellowship needs and interests. 
One way to frame spirituality is “How we are together”, and this spans the spectrum from our 
lives in our families outward to our church community and beyond. A greater desire for ARE and 
Fellowship opportunities came up again and again in focus groups and the planning process. 
Because many small groups (including Covenant Groups) address both spiritual growth and 
fellowship needs, the SPTF recommends one task force to study our memberships needs and 
desires to capitalize on overlap between the two.  
 
The Task Force should survey the congregation to assess what kinds of programming we want 
and need, possibly including  Anti-racist/Social Justice curricula, Volunteer Leadership training 
and support, a budgeting/”Financial Peace” type group or curriculum, and partnering/developing 
relationships with other local churches/spiritual communities. It is essential that we use our 
database and personally-tailored communication to engage as many of our members as possible. 
We need to consider a variety of ways for people to participate, including classes/groups that are 
online, or a hybrid of online with meetups. 
 

#9A) Create Fellowship opportunities that engage members across the 
generations. 
Our modern world is often so segregated by age, and while this can be helpful sometimes, 
we crave deeper connections and  opportunities to socialize and participate among 
different groups and generations.  Interacting with older adults supports children/youth in 
developing social networks, communication skills, problem-solving abilities, positive 
attitudes toward aging, and a sense of purpose and community service. One of the reasons 
people leave the church is the lack of genuine relationships that exist between children, 
teens, and older adults. One way to strengthen a young person’s relationship and view of 
the church is to create a church culture in which intergenerational relationships exist.  
 
When we’re building something together at Family FUUN Camp, sharing a dessert at the              
Church Picnic, or dancing together at the Passover Seder, we’re creating a real “church              
family,” and we like how that feels, and we want more. Intergenerational fellowship             
activities are fun for everyone involved, and they’re how we share wisdom, history, and              
values. This builds a stronger, more resilient church, community, and society. 

#9B) Develop an Adult Religious Education program that meets the needs laid out 
in the task force report. 
Our ARE program has both grown and struggled in recent years. Without a dedicated              
committee, it’s more challenging to have a program that truly reflects and responds to the               
needs of our spiritual community. We are frustrated that we can’t find a class to meet our                 
schedule; we are frustrated when we plan a class and no one shows up. Even so, in the last                   
few years, Sunday ARE offerings are popular, and both Covenant Groups and NVC             
Practice Groups have seen vibrant growth.  
 
We know we need to develop a plan for a revamped ARE program, and look to task force                  
recommendations regarding whether this will depend on the committee model, or some            
other option. Additionally, creating a church community that is in harmony with our             
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values is one of the ways we are together. This task force should incorporate actively               
anti-racist activities and curricula into all of our Lifespan Religious Education           
programming. 
 

Act on Our Values: Be the “People who Show Up” 
#10) The Board should review committee charges and develop specific charges for new             
task forces and committees to incorporate anti-racist and inclusive language, working           
with guidance from the Beloved Community as needed. 
The Beloved Community Committee can aid committees in understanding the  recommendations 
and resources brought to us by the “Open to Change” workshop held in the fall of 2016. 
 
#11) Get FUUN people out into the community: Charge the Social Justice Committee to              
build a process to inform congregants about ways to participate in social action events              
outside the church. 
We strengthen our bonds to each other as we act together in larger Nashville Community. As a                 
community, we are called to expand our activist presence in Nashville; to become the “people               
who show up.” Our ability to “show up” as a group is strengthened by each individual positive                 
experiences when we join a crowd for the first time and feel welcome and connected. We will be                  
intentional in how we structure our participation in community actions to ensure that we              
strengthen our internal bonds and find our individual participation rewarding. This may include             
simple steps like wearing the same color shirt so we can find each other easily in a crowd. This                   
path will be built on using our church database to help match opportunity with interest,               
communicating with people in the way(s) they prefer, and will ultimately be supported by our               
Communications Plan. 
 
#12) Connect Nashville with our congregation: Charge the Social Justice Committee to            
establish a plan for bringing people to FUUN for justice issues and study. 
We like that our centrally-located campus offers a meeting space for groups who may not feel                
welcome other places. While it’s important to us to “go out,” we also want to capitalize on our                  
location and build a reputation to become a well-known meeting point.  
 

Identity: Aligning FUUN With Our Resources 
Throughout the study and development of this plan, issues surface that are interdependent, that 
build on each other, and that require member education to fully understand. The SPTF began to 
refer to these as issues of our “Identity.” Our dissatisfaction with the aging facilities, our need to 
have space for our children that reflects their importance to us, and how we deal with growth 
cannot be fully answered without deeper work and more time for implementation. We need 
long-term goals, but we need to understand what we want in order to set them and strive to meet 
them. To this end, the SPTF recommends a focus on the issue of “Identity” that will aid the 
congregation in making decisions and goals that define the identity of FUUN, and provides for 
the needs of that identity. 
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#13) Charge Ministerial Council to work with Facilities to create dedicated indoor and             
outdoor meditative spaces. 
It is deeply meaningful to our community that we place priority and emphasis on creating a time                 
to share silence and meditation in our worship services. We would also like some spaces set aside                 
for quiet reflection and prayer, including a place outside that we can visit even if the church                 
buildings are not open. The SPTF recommends we “use what we have,” by charging Councils to                
identify and create meditative spaces, based on input from the congregation, possibly including a              
labyrinth, small chapel, and/or altar light candles.  
 
#14) Establish a task force to refresh our mission statement and revisit the vision              
statement, ensuring that they reflect our value to be a culturally-inclusive community. 
We love the unofficial, shortened version of our Mission Statement that is used in this document                
but the longer, officially adopted version is bulky and too long for members to use easily when                 
talking about who we are. The Vision Statement may speak to our values, but doesn’t define us                 
as a unique church and spiritual home, or guide us toward our vision of the future. As we fit this                    
plan into the lives of our members, the Mission Statement will be refreshed to clearly and quickly                 
paint a picture of who we are. Likewise, the Vision Statement should give us a clear picture of                  
who we strive to be and illustrate the dream of what we can be as we move forward with our                    
plan. The Mission and Vision will reflect our desire to build Beloved Community. 
 
#15) Charge a task force to investigate and document the congregation’s needs for our              
campus and facilities, and develop recommendations to make the best use of what we              
have for the near term. 
How much are our opportunities to gather as an inclusive community limited by the physical               
spaces we have available to us? Can we satisfy some of this need using alternative public spaces?                 
Answering these and similar questions will be important, so that future investments in our              
infrastructure will allow us to gather in ways that deepen our relationships with each other.  
 
In the next year, we need to conduct a comprehensive assessment of our space, our space usage,                 
and our human and financial resources to make sure that we maximize our resources to meet the                 
priorities of our congregation. This will also be an essential preparatory step for our long-range               
planning process. The task force should incorporate previous work, including the existing            
square-footage assessment of the campus. 
 
The task force is encouraged to be creative in finding recommendations how best to “use what                
we have” on our existing aging campus while we figure out where we are going and how we want                   
to get there.  
 
#16) Define the staff roles/needs: Establish a task force to evaluate and set staff              
priorities to meet congregational needs, building on the work of Transit. 
Like investing in a new building, the decision to hire new staff requires a long term commitment                 
and investment. Our current staff is working at or above capacity. We hope to better support                
our current staff with volunteer time and skills and to refocus staff efforts towards providing               
opportunities to achieve the goal to deepen relationships with each other. 
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#17) Come up with a long-range plan: Create a task force to study and create a                
long-range plan to answer questions of identity, and to make decisions about what we              
will do with the aging buildings on our campus. 

The task force should study and create a long-range plan guided by an intention to build Beloved 
Community to answer questions of Identity (growth/size, seeding congregations) and to make 
recommendations about our facility/location and staffing based on their findings.  This task force 
will be supported with work from this and previous plans, including our database and 
communications, implementation of SFIT and VTF recommendations, a concrete mission/vision 
that reflects the current membership, etc. 
 
We begin with study of how continuing our growth changes how we interact and get to know                 
each other. To do this work we need to get membership demographics, track attendance, and               
then create task forces to plan for how we grow, what our building/grounds needs will be, and to                  
create an appropriate staffing model that can be phased in to meet the needs based on our                 
desired size.  
 
#18) The Board should initiate a study of our giving capacity for a capital campaign in                
relationship to the goals of both the near-term and the long-range aspects of the plan. 
Near-term targeted capital needs should be directed to the Finance Committee for 
implementation. 
 
Long term major capital campaign needs will be driven by the work of the recommended 
long-range planning process and acted on by the Board. 
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2016 FUUN Strategic Plan and Timeline to Meet Our Goals 
 

SPTF Gantt (Dec 11th) 

Communication: Strengthen communications to connect members to the mission 

TASKS 

Calendar Year 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

#1 Use church database effectively 
Develop a task force to work with committees to (1) determine potential needs, and (2) 
develop and train an administrative team made up of volunteers and staff. 

          

#2 Invest in an all church calendar 
Develop a task force to re-investigate and make recommendations for an all-church  
calendar that is viewable online using capital funds if necessary. 

          

#3 Personalize member communications 
Charge the Communication Committee and Director to communicate with members 
about issues of their interest in the way(s) they prefer. 

          

#4 Make remote participation in meetings normal 
Use existing and/or available technology to ensure that members understand how to 
participate virtually, if they wish. 

          

#5 Develop a communications plan:  
Plan to build relationships and communicate with members and with the greater Nash-
ville community. 

          

 
Shared Leadership: Connect interest with opportunity 

TASKS 

Calendar Year 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

#6 Continue to develop our existing resources 
Continue implementing recommendations from Volunteer Task Force and Sustainable  
Finances Innovation Team. 

          

#7 Create membership path to full engagement 
Establish a task force to develop a plan that cultivates active engagement, particularly 
with newer members, with input from Beloved Community. 

          



2016 FUUN Strategic Plan and Timeline to Meet Our Goals 
 

SPTF Gantt (Dec 11th) 

 
Deepen Relationships: Create opportunities to engage together socially in pursuit of our mission 

TASKS 

Calendar Year 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

#8) Develop our outdoor meeting spaces 
Charge councils to work together to create outdoor spaces where church members can 
gather. 

          

#9) Broaden our use of the spaces we have 
Create a task force to study “how we gather together,” and define our Adult Religious 
Education (ARE) and Fellowship needs and interests. 

          

#9A) Broaden our opportunities to come together 
Create Fellowship opportunities that engage members across the generations 

          

#9B) Reinvigorate our Adult Religious Education 
Develop an Adult RE program that meets the needs laid out in the task force report. 

          

 
Act on our Values: Be the people who show up 

TASKS 

Calendar Year 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

#10) Strive for Beloved Community 
The Board should review committee charges and develop specific charges for new task 
forces and committees to incorporate anti-racist and inclusive language. 

          

#11) Get FUUN people out into the community: 
Charge the Social Justice Committee to build a process to inform congregants about ways 
to participate in social action events outside the church. 

          

#12) Connect Nashville with our congregation: 
Charge the Social Justice Committee to establish a plan for bringing people to FUUN for 
justice issues and study. 
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Calendar Year 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

#13) Create meditative space 
Charge Ministerial Council to work with Facilities to create dedicated indoor and outdoor 
meditative spaces. 

          

#14) Refresh our Mission and Vision 
Establish a task force to refresh our mission statement and revisit the vision statement, 
ensuring that they reflect our value to be a culturally-inclusive community. 

          

#15) Ensure the best use of our existing facilities 
Charge a task force to investigate and document the congregation’s needs for our cam-
pus and facilities, and develop recommendations to make the best use of what we have 
for the near term. 

          

#16) Provide our staff the support and guidance they need to be successful  
Define the staff roles/needs: Establish a task force to evaluate and set staff priorities to 
meet congregational needs, building on the work of Transit. 

          

#17) Come up with a long-range plan: 
Create a task force to study and create a long-range plan to answer questions of identity, 
and to make decisions about what we will do with the aging buildings on our campus. 

          

#18) Invest in a future we envision together 
The Board should initiate study of our giving capacity for a capital campaign in relation-
ship to the goals of both the near-term and the long-range aspects of the plan. 
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Between February and March of 2016 the Strategic Planning Task Force invited all church community member 
to participate in one or more of 17 Focus Group sessions.  Approximately 100 people participated in these 
discussions. Two task force members attended each meeting, lead the discussion with a defined list of questions 
and summarized every comment made during the discussion.  Working by consensus of 2 or more task force 
members, the task force then categorized the comments based on the topic, if it was about the present/past or 
the future, and if the comment was about a positive or negative experience. For example if someone said “I get 
excited just thinking about all the things we can do in the new social area” during a focus group discussion, this 
would be categorized as a POSITIVE statement about the FUTURE of the SOCIAL AREA.  One comment may have 
multiple categories assigned to it.  For example, “I get excited just thinking about all the things we can do in the 
new social area, but then I walk out and look at the Morgan House.”  Compound statements, resulted in 2,150 
categorized response from the 1,540 comments recorded during the focus groups.  This data was analyzed and 
summaries into graphs by the task force.  Selected summary data is listed below.  The de-identified comments 
are also available for review.  
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Strengths:

 

Covenant 
Group 

Negative, 1

Covenant 
Group 

Positive, 19

Covenant Groups NOAH 
Negative, 1

NOAH 
Positive, 

38

NOAH

Prison 
Ministry 

Positive, 15

Prision Ministry
Negative, 7

Positive, 
49

Building Community

Negative, 7

Positive, 32

Music
Negative, 1

Positive, 18

Room In the Inn

Negative, 3

Positive, 16

Ministers
Negative, 9

Positive, 
55

Sunday Morning 
Service/Sermons
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Weaknesses: 
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What are we saying about space? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Negative, 
16

Positive, 6

Morgan House

Location of 
Church 

Negative, 6
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Negative, 
18

Quiet Sacred Space
Negative, 2
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What are we talking about? 

 

Negative, 17

Positive, 14

Congregation/Membership 
Growth/Size/Change

Negative, 59

Positive, 54

Volunteer/New Member 
opportunities/Volunteers/Leader

ship Development

Postive, 21

Negative, 
19

Managing Conflict and Decision 
Making

Negative, 
35

Positive, 71

Use Of Social Media and 
Technology

Negative, 66

Positive, 42

Buildings/Campus

Negative, 
32

Positive, 
24

Communications
Overwhelming (8/8) Support for the 

Communications Director
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